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NOTES ON_THE OMBUDSMAN IN THE U.S. .
Mary P. Rowe, Ph.D.

Special Assistant to the President,
and Adjunct Professor at the Sloan School of Management

M.I.T.

Cambridge, MA 02138

fhy Think About Ombudsmanry?

- Ombuds practitioners play all the roles and have all
the functions possible for complaint handlers and dispute
resolution specialists, including even arbitration in a few
instances:

- They can help to "change the system" as well as
nelping with individual problems:

- They may work within the context of a given con-
tract, or set of policies and procedures, or set of rules and
statutes; they also often work in contexts where "which rules do
zovern here?" is the first questiontoaddress;

-They work with the widest possible distribution of
oroblems and disputes;

- They appear in many different milieux, with very
different purviews;

- It is a field where almost all rules of thumb have
exceptions: for example, many ombuds practitioners work in a
non-union, context,....but some work with union people. Most do
not arbitrate,....but a few do. Most are designated (or see
themselves) as impartial or neutral, but a few are designated to
have a tilt toward advocacy; some are designated to "begin as
advocates" though they are meant to be objective third parties;

- It is a growing profession:

- Practitioners mirror the US population, making this
a highly integrated profession;

~ The field has wonderful colleagues, compellingly
interesting research problems, and fascinating ethical
iilemmas.



What Kinds Of Jobs Do Ombuds Practitioners Have?
—= eS we eds JO VRIOUds rractitionershave

- Classic or pure ombuds practitioners, created by
statute for city, province, state or nation:

- Variants exist for school systems, counties, mayor's
and governor's offices, prisons, professional associations,
ete.

- There are many hundreds of part-time and full-time
volunteer and paid practitioners with oversight over long-term
care and nursing homes;

- There are hundreds of "quasi-ombuds'" practitioners who
work within institutions: corporations, colleges, and
aniversities, government agencies, foundations, international
podies, etc.; most are full-time; many also have other duties;

- There are thousands of client (or patient) ombuds
practitioners who serve at newspapers, hospitals, HMO's, govern-
ment agencies (like IRS), public utilities radio and’ tv stations, etc.

Many businesses have consumer ombuds offices.

¥hat Are The FunctionsOfAnOmbudsman?

- To give a personal and confidential hearing, to
defuse rage, to provide a caring presence to those in grief
about a dispute;

- To provide (and sometimes to receive) information on
2 confidential one-to-one basis;

—- To counsel people (confidentially) on how to help
themselves, by helping to develop new options, by
oroblem-solving, by role-playing;

To conciliate (as in shuttle diplomacy);

To mediate (bringing people together face-to-face);

To investigate formally or informally, either withor
without presenting recommmendations to a formal, adjudicatory person
Or committee:

To arbitrate or adjudicate; (this is a rare function);

—- To facilitate systems change, by recommending
"generic" solutions, by upward feedback, internal memos and



"management consulting” within institutions, by public reports
Oy recommendation to legislatures, by supporting education and
training.

The classic phrase describing most ombuds
practitioners is: "They may not make, or change, or set aside
any law or policy or management decision; theirs is the power of
reason and persuasion.”
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100 : Robert A. Heinlein

Oliver Cavendish, in case you follow such things.”
“I don’t, I'm afraid.”  .
“No matter. The fact that Ben retained Cavendish shows

how serious he was; you don’t hunt rabbits with elephant guns.
They were taken to see the ‘Man from Mars’—"

Gillian gasped, then said, “That’s impossible!”
“Jill, you're disputing a Fair Witness. ..and not just any

Fair Witness. If Cavendish says it, it’s gospel.”
“I don’t care if he’s the Twelve Apostles! He wasn’t on my

floor last Thursday morning!”
“You didn’t listen. I didn’t say that they were taken to see

Mike—I said they were taken to the ‘Man from Mars.” The
phony one, obviously—that fellow they stereovised.”

“Oh. Of course. And Ben caught them!”
Jubal looked pained. “Little girl, Ben did not catch them.

Even Cavendish did not—at least he won't say so. You know
how Fair Witnesses behave.” . ————————
Well...no,Idon't.I'venevermetone.”

0? Arnel” Lo
Anne was on the springboard; she turned her head. Jubal

called out, “That house on the hilltop—can you see whatcolog
they've painted 1 To

Anne looked, then answered,“It’swhiteonthisside.”
ubal went on to Jill, “You see? It doesn’t occur to Anne

to infer that the other side is white, too. All the King’s horses
couldn't force her to commit herself . . . unless she went there

and Jooked—and even then she wouldn't assume that it stayed
white after she left. - :

"Anne 1s a Fair Witness?”
“Graduate, unlimited license, admitted to testify before the

High Court. Sometime ask her why she gave up public practice.
But don’t plan anything else that day—the wench will recite
the whole truth and nothing but the truth, which takes time.
Back to Mr. Cavendish— Ben retained him for open witness-
ing, full disclosure, without enjoining privacy. So when Cav-
endish was questioned, he answered, in boring detail. The
interesting part is what he does not say. He never states that
the man they saw was nor the Man from Mars. . . but not one
word indicates that Cavendish accepted the exhibit as being
the Man from Mars. If you knew Cavendish, this would be
conclusive. If Cavendish had seen Mike, he would have re
ported with such exactness that you and I would know that be
had seen Mike. For example, Cavendish reports the shape o
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